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Choose 5 of the following problems to solve. You may choose one other for extra credit.

1. Refer to the table shown. Which student had the greatest percent of increase in
test score from pretest to posttest? Justify your answer.

Student Name Pretest Score Posttest Score
Alex 75 83
Emily 84 89
Zachary 83 91
Karli 88 95
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A piece of candy originally worth 1C is currently worth 10,000 percent of its 1900
price. How much does it cost today?

3. Inithe store where you work, customers receive 10% off sale items and 8% off
cash purchases. When you figure the price of a sale item paid with cash, which
discount should you take first? Or should you just add the percents to figure the
discount? Which way will give customers a greater benefit? Which method is
better? Explain your reasoning.
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,( Hiking boots that cost $150 a pair are reduced by 40% for a special weekend
sale. By what percent must the special sales price be increased to bring the price
back to $150?
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Percent Assessment
MYP Level 2

Choose 5 of the following problems to solve. You may choose one other for extra credit.

Student Name Pretest Score Posttest Score
Alex 75 83
Emily 84 89
Zachary 83 91
Karli 88 95
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2. A piece of candy originally worth 1C is currently wortta1,QO0 percent1 its 1900
price. How much does it cost today?
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3. In the store where you work, customers receive 10% off sale items and 8% off
cash purchases. When you figure the price of a sale item paid with cash, which
discount should you take first? Or should you just add the percents to figure the
discount? Which way will give customers a greater benefit? Which method is
better? Explain your reasoning.

4. Hiking boots that cost $150 a pair are reduced by 40% for a special weekend
sale. By what percent must the special sales price be increased to bring the price
back to
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1. Refer to the table shown. Which student had the greatest percent of increase in
test score from pretest to posttest? Justify your answer.
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Percent Assessment
MYP Level 2

Refer to the table shown. Which student had the greatest percent of increase in
test score from pretest to posttest? Justify your answer.

Student Name Pretest Score Posttest Score
Alex 75 83
Emily 84 89
Zachary 83 91
Karli 88 95
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Apiece of candy originally worth 1C is currently worth 10,000 percent of its 1900
,ce. does it cost today?
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In the store where you work, customers receive 10% off sale items and 8% off
cash purchases. When you figure the price of a sale item paid with cash, which
discount should you take first? Or should you just add the percents to figure the
discount? Which way will give customers a greater benefit? Which method is

tter? xplain your reasoning.
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Hiking boots that cost S150 air are reduced by 40% for a special weekend t..
sale. By what percent must the special sales price be increased to bring the pric
back to $150?
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Choose 5 of the following problems to solve. You may choose one other for extra credit.
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Student Name etest Score Posttest Score
Alex 75 83
Emily 84 89
Zachary 83 91
Karli 88 95
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3. In the store where you work, customers receive 10% off sale items arid 8% off

cash purchases. When you figure the price of a sale item paid with cab._which
discount_should you tk first? Or should you just add the percents to figure the

discount? II give customers a grear benefit? Which method is

Choose 5 of the following problems to solve. You may choose one other for extra credit.

1. Refer to the table shown. Which student had the greatest percent of increase in

test score from pretest to posttest? Justify your answer.
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A piece of candy originally worth 1i’currntly worthilO.
price. How much does it cost today?
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4. Hiking boots that cost $150 a pair are reduced b 40% for a special weekend
— sale By what ercen must the special)sales price be increasectto bring the price
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Choose 5 of the following problems to solve. You may choose one other for extra credit.

Emily 84 89
Zachary 83 91
Karli 88 95
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2. A piece of candy originally wortl is currently worth 1QQOO oercent ofit
price. How much does it cost today? Crcen4\5 Vcxj e cand
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3. In the store where you work, customers receive 10% off sale items and 8% off
cash purchases. When you figure the price of a sale item paid with cash, which
discount should you take first? Or should you just add the percents to figure the
discount? Which way will give customers a greater benefit? Which method is
better? Explain your reasoning.

4. Hiking boots that cost $150 a pair are reduced by 40% for a special weekend
sale. By what percent must the special sales price be increased to bring the price
back to $150?
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1. Refer to the table shown. Which student had the greatest percent of increase in
test score from pretest to posttest? Justify your answer.

Alex 75
Student Name Pretest Score Posttest Score
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Choose 5 of the following problems to solve. You may choose one other for extra credit.
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3. In the store where you work, customers receive 10% off sale items and 8% off

cash purchases. When you figure the price of a sale item paid with cash, which
discount should you take first? Or should you just add the percents to figure the
discount? Which way will give customers a greater benefit? Which method is
better? Explain your reasoning.

Hiking boots that cost $150 a pair are reduced by 40% for a special weekend
sale. By what percent must the special sales price be increased to bring the price
back to $150?
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1. Refer to the table shown. Which student had the greatest percent of increase in
test score from pretest to posttest? Justify your answer.

Student Name Pretest Score Posttest Score
Alex 75 83
Emily 84 89
Zachary 83 91
Karli 88 95
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2. A piece of candy originaFly worth iC is currently worth 10,000 percens9Y0
price. How much does it cost today?
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Refer to the table shown, Which student had the greatest percent of increase in
test score from pretest to posttest? Justify your answer.
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__________ _________ __________

Student Name Pretest Score Posttest Score
Alex 75 83
Emily 84 89
Zachary 83 91
Karli 88 95
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2. A piece of candy originally worth 1C is currently worth 10,000 percent of its 1900
price. How much does it cost today?

3 In the store where you work, customers receive 10% off sale ites’and 8% off
cash purchases. When you figure the price of a sale item paid with cash, which
discount should you take first? Or should you justthe percents to figure the I’ vdiscount7Which way will give customers a greater benefit? Which method is ‘

4-( .&-, :etter? Explain your reasoning.
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1 Hiking boots that cost $150 a pair e reduced by 40% fir a special
sale. By what percent must the special sales price be increased to bring the price
back to $150?
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Choose 5 of the following problems to solve. You may choose one other for extra credit.
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